Attracting capital & securing delivery: Integrating investment into climate, energy, infrastructure planning

1. Clarify assumptions
- Is policy designed to attract private capital?
- Which sources of capital are intended to respond?

2. Test those assumptions
- Involve capital providers from across the finance spectrum
- Identify gaps that need public finance tools
- Are plans coherent & system-wide; is a prospective pipeline clear to investors?

3. Set up Low Carbon Finance Platforms – securing delivery
- Systematic, ongoing engagement with lead finance practitioners
- Active feedback on broader investment conditions, trends and detail of obstacles.

**Investment** is central to deliver NDCs or national clean energy & infrastructure plans.

**Testing** the ‘investability’ of policies & plans, early in the development process is important. That includes identifying barriers across project pipeline & the need for targeted public finance, de-risking tools and other support.

**Direct engagement** with the right lead finance practitioners is key to getting policy architecture - plus detail - right.

Effective engagement also builds **investor confidence** via regular senior-level exchange on investment conditions.

**In-house capacity** on finance, within the institutions of government, will help.
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